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ABSTRACT
Autonomous agents operating in multi-agent environments, face
the dilemma of responsibility where they must choose between
actions that are individually beneficial versus those that are con-
sidered responsible and ethical. Current approaches address this
problem either using external reinforcements, or intrinsic notions of
ethics that act as constraints overriding the agents’ rational choice.
Both of these approaches become difficult to scale across complex,
dynamic situations, where the responsibility dilemma has to be
resolved dynamically. Thus, there is a need to design models of
agency, where a sense of ethics and responsibility are an integral
part of the agent model and not in conflict with agents’ self-interest
dynamics. Towards this end, this thesis proposes a model called
Computational Transcendence (CT) in which, an agent’s “sense of
self” is made elastic, that enables it to dynamically identify with
external elements of its environment like other agents, commu-
nities and concepts. Agents continue to act rationally, working
towards utility maximisation, but their utility is determined by
their sense of self formed from their elastic identities. We show
that this leads to emergence of responsible autonomy, in various
multi-agent network conditions.
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1 INTRODUCTION
Autonomous agents are getting prevalent in a variety of multi-agent
scenarios [9]. They are usually designed to maximise their utility in
the specific context they operate. However, these agents operate in a
shared state space such that their actions impact other autonomous
agents and humans in the system. Thus, there is a pressing need to
design autonomous agents which act responsibly [2, 8, 10].

A variety of approaches and paradigms have been used to de-
sign ethical and responsible autonomous agents [1, 11]. Top-down
approaches use norms and rules to ensure that agents act ethically.
While bottom-up approaches use reinforcements and learning based
mechanisms to design ethical agents. Also, there are hybrid tech-
niques which combine both these approaches. Even different types
of ethical paradigms like deontology, virtue ethics, utilitarianism
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etc. have been modelled in autonomous agents [8, 11]. However, it
is complex and difficult to model all possible types of scenarios in
advance in order to train agents to act ethically in every possible
context. Also, in most existing approaches and paradigms, ethics
and responsible behaviour are an after-thought, something which
the agents should comply with, while primarily trying to achieve
their goals.

We believe that responsible behaviour is not an extra feature,
rather it is an intrinsic property of agents [4]. We can teach agents
how to act responsibly or we can design agents which can be re-
sponsible. There are paradigmatic differences in these two types
of autonomous agents and the way in which they perceive their
surroundings, operate and make decisions. Also, intrinsically re-
sponsible agents need not be trained for each and every scenario,
they can be responsible even in new, unseen contexts.

We present amodel called Computational Transcendence (CT) [7],
which modifies the identity of autonomous agents such that they
can incorporate different aspects of the system (like other agents,
collectives of agents and even systemic concepts) into their sense
of self. Transcended agents are not told what they ought to do,
rather who they ought to be. We show that this elastic identity of
autonomous agents results in emergent responsible behaviour.

We have evaluated transcended agents in different scenarios
such as 2-player games like Prisoners’ Dilemma, 3-player games
with collusion and Iterated Prisoners’ Dilemma in a network of
agents [7]. Recently, we have also demonstrated promising results
of transcended agents in realistic scenarios like supply chains and
traffic management [6] and also compared CT with other ethical
paradigms [5]. Next we present the core CT model, discuss some
of the key results and elaborate our future directions.

2 MODEL AND RESULTS
We present the core idea of transcendence in a multi-agent system
with autonomous agents. Formally, a transcended agent, 𝑎 has a
sense of self, 𝑆 (𝑎) which is modelled as follows:

𝑆 (𝑎) = (𝐼𝑎, 𝑑𝑎, 𝛾𝑎) (1)

Here, 𝐼𝑎 represents the identity set of aspects like agents, col-
lectives and concepts which the agent identifies with, 𝑑𝑎 is the
semantic distance of the agent which denotes the perceived logical
distance of an agent to each aspect in its identity set and 𝛾𝑎 is the
transcendence level of the agent which denotes the extent to which
it identifies with others in the system. A low value of 𝛾𝑎 denotes
a self-centred agent, while a high value denotes an agent which
identifies with other aspects to a greater extent. An agent 𝑎, with
transcendence level 𝛾𝑎 identifies with an aspect 𝑜 whose distance
is 𝑑𝑎 (𝑜) with an attenuation factor of 𝛾𝑑𝑎 (𝑜 )𝑎 .
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The identity of a transcended agent affects the utility it derives
from its interactions. Also, its identity is elastic because the tran-
scended agent can modify it over time depending on its interactions
and context. If an aspect 𝑜 gets a payoff of 𝜋𝑖 (𝑜) in game state 𝑖 , then
the transcended agent derives a scaled virtual utility of𝛾𝑑𝑎 (𝑜 )𝑎 ∗𝜋𝑖 (𝑜).
The overall utility of a transcended agent is computed as follows:

𝑢𝑖 (𝑎) =
1∑

∀𝑜∈𝐼𝑎 𝛾
𝑑𝑎 (𝑜 )
𝑎

∑︁
∀𝑜∈𝐼𝑎

𝛾
𝑑𝑎 (𝑜 )
𝑎 𝜋𝑖 (𝑜) (2)

Transcended agents curate their identity by intrinsically and
autonomously deciding ‘whom to identify’ and ‘how much to iden-
tify’. They are not externally forced to form groups, collude or care
about specific metrics. With multiple examples, we show that this
modelling leads to emergent responsible behaviour. The limits of
transcendence, factoring cost and expected utility considerations
are elaborated in [7].

2.1 CT in Prisoners’ Dilemma
Table 1 shows the payoff matrix of a 2-player Prisoners’ Dilemma
game. Irrespective of the choice of the opponent, it makes sense for
both the players to defect. Thus, 𝐷 is the dominant strategy and
game state 𝐷𝐷 is the Nash equilibrium. Cooperation evolves only
when the game is played iteratively and players have a memory of
their opponent’s past choices [3].

Let us introduce transcended players in this PD game. A tran-
scended player identifies with its opponent and factors not just
its own payoff but also the payoff of its opponent before making
a decision. Figure 1 shows the expected utility of the two choices
𝐶 and 𝐷 when transcendence level, 𝛾 is varied on the 𝑥−axis. We
observe that a low transcendence level models a selfish agent and
thus 𝐸 (𝐷) > 𝐸 (𝐶). However, as transcendence level increases, we
note that 𝐸 (𝐶) > 𝐸 (𝐷) and it is rational for the players to cooperate
even in a one-shot PD game.

Player A
C D

Player B C R = 6, R = 6 S = 0, T = 10
D T = 10, S = 0 P = 1, P = 1

Table 1: Payoff Matrix for 2-player Prisoners’ Dilemma

Figure 1: Expected Utility to Cooperate or Defect for a Tran-
scended Agent in a Prisoners’ Dilemma game [7]

2.2 CT in a Network
Next, we take a simple, undirected graph with nodes as agents
and edges denoting possible interaction pathways between two
agents. In this network, we simulate a message passing scenario
where a sender sends a message to a receiver 2-hops away via
an intermediate node. When the intermediate agent forwards the
message, it incurs a cost and the sender gets utility as the message is
received. On the other hand, when the intermediate agent drops the
message, it incurs no cost whereas the sender gets a negative utility
as the intended message is lost. Thus the dilemma of responsibility
is faced by the intermediate agent who needs to decide whether to
forward or drop a message.

In this context, we introduce transcended agents in the network
who identify with their neighbourhood. They factor the utility of
the sender along with their own cost and utility before deciding
whether to forward or drop a message. Transcended agents in a
network demonstrate responsible behaviour in the form of more
messages being forwarded than dropped in the network [7]. Also,
transcended agents are resilient even in the presence of adversarial
agents who act selfishly.

2.3 CT versus other Paradigms of Ethics
There are a variety of paradigms of ethics like utilitarianism, deon-
tology, virtue ethics etc. We developed a test-bed called SPECTRA
on the message passing network discussed above to evaluate differ-
ent paradigms of ethics including CT [5]. We demonstrate that CT
as compared to other ethical paradigms, gives greater adaptability
to agents such that they can demonstrate responsible behaviour to
varying extents depending on the context in which they operate
and their interactions with other agents in their neighbourhood.

2.4 Realistic Applications of CT
CT has also been applied to some real-world applications of multi-
agent networks [6]. Supply chains can be modelled as a network
of autonomous agents which decide whether to wait for more
orders or dispatch existing orders. Similarly, traffic flow in a road
network can be regulated using adaptive traffic lights which decide
to turn green for one-of its incoming lanes and the duration of
green phase. Transcended agents show promising trends in both
these applications.

3 FUTUREWORK
Currently transcended agents identify with their direct neighbours
in a network, we plan to extend the model so that agents can
also transcend to a collection of agents or even abstract concepts
like network-level metrics. So far we have done experiments in a
fixed network, in future we want to try transcendence in dynamic
networks like mobile adhoc networks or a network of autonomous
vehicles. Applications of transcendence can be extended in multiple
ways to make it more realistic and can be tested in other domains.

4 CONCLUSIONS
Computational transcendence is a framework to design autonomous
agents with an elastic identity which leads to emergent responsible
behaviour. We hope that CT will be useful to build responsible
autonomous agents across a variety of applications.
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